
Apologies for this transcript being unedited 

Thanks for downloading a 3cr podcast 3cr is an independent Community radio station based in 

Melbourne, Australia. We need your financial support to keep going go to www.irs.gov orb you 

for more information and to donate online now stay tuned for your three see our podcast. 

 

Panoply Panorama panpipe pansy aha pansexual that we know boundaries of sex or gender 

sound interesting then join Sally on Sundays at noon for out of the pan all those gender 

questions making you think too hard whether it's transgender bisexual polyamorous or Beyond 

will throw those questions into the pan and cook up the answers for you. So go on push that 

gender envelope only on 3 CR  

Five five am digital and 3cr Dot org dot a you 

 

All seasons in one day lying in the depths of your imagination world's above the world's below 

the Sun Shines on the black cloud hanging over the domain. 

Even when you're feeling the temperature could drop away like four seasons in one day smiling 

as the shit comes down. You can tell a man from what he has to say. Everything gets turned 

around and I will 

Is my neck again again? 

 

You can take me where you will. 

 

Up the creek and through the mill like all the things you can explain Four Seasons in one day. 

 

Doesn't pay to make predictions sleeping on an unmade bed finding out where? 

 

Wherever there is Comfort there is only one step up. 

Black Four Seasons in one day 

 

3 C R855 Am3c our Digital 3cr Dot org dot au3 see our on-demand out of the pan a show 

covering pansexual issues first broadcasting noon to 1:00 every Sunday and currently on 

Australian Eastern summer time for the second week of 2021. Thanks for your company 3cr 

proudly broadcasts from the lands of the run three people of the kulin nation and if possible 

going to ask for a little something extra today someone 

 

This during the week and I thought it was brilliant if you are able to so if you're please don't be 

distracted if driving, but seriously, if you are sitting or standing, imagine your feet going in to the 

ancient Earth of 60,000 years plus imagine the spirit the reconciliation the conversations that 



have happened on all of these lands that make up these continent and connect with feeling to 

our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. 

 

And we acknowledge any Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people listening in via the show 

live or via other means and acknowledge that the land which you have dug your toes into was 

stolen and never seated lots of ways to get in touch with the show. You can email out of the pan 

855 at gmail.com SMS six one four five, six, seven five 1215. You can tweet at Sal gold said so 

and that's the bottom. 

 

Line and look for posts on Facebook on my page Sally goldner am and out of the pan 3cr 855 

am Melbourne and remember any opinions on this program on my own personal opinions. And 

any resemblance to opinions of other organizations is purely coincidental opened up with four 

seasons in one day one for Melbourne. Definitely the climate Hub it all up and down and around 

and around and up and down said could be a could be a Cylon could be a Chubby Checker 

song. 

 

That anyway just having a look at the temperatures today a forecast top of 17 and then over the 

remainder of the week. We've got a range from up to 29. Yes, it's Melbourne. It's springtime 

hashtag Melbourne, hashtag caffeine. So yes, I've been dealt with Crowded House and bit of 

australasian music today. But also we've had a couple of very important days. I think of great 

relevance to society end. 

 

About communities in general yesterday was mental health diner for going thanks to Simon for 

the chat last week and the great work Wild at Heart at doing yesterday was also a day of 

awareness against the death penalty. Now, of course, there's lots to talk about here and lakhs 

of relevance to quiz. So my dear friend Colleen wide and I had a radio Cuppa and had a chat 

about this yesterday. Let's have a listen to part 1 of what Kayleen and I 

 

Had to say okay silly. I've been a member of Amnesty International on and off since the early 

1980s. It's fairly important part for me of my human rights activism. And one of the things that 

they sent through a little while ago was a little information pack about actions that people can 

take on the upcoming world day against the death penalty, which is occurring this year on the 

10th of October. 

 

That's a day which was started by the world Coalition against the death penalty. And it's Now 

supported by quite a few ngos government's and the European Union and the United Nations. 

So it started small, but it seems to have become quite a significant event. 

 



The looking. Sorry you go. Yeah, let's go to say the the sort of we can talk about the sort of 

actions, but I'll get your thoughts on that sofa. Yeah. Look, I think that there's two thoughts that 

lead to mind that I struggle even that say if someone has committed huge crimes generally such 

as a mass murderer or you know, someone that says even guilty of genocide 

 

Yeah these arguments to and from the death penalty and some might say well they deserve it 

on the other hand. You might say well now is that some people might say it's an easy way out. 

They don't have to reflect on themselves and face some degree of punishment. So there's 

debate over there and the other and the other point that comes up, of course is this program out 

of the pan Which covers paint sexual issues knowing their boundaries of sex or gender while we 

value diversity in life. 

 

Oui oui there's issues for and I will specifically use LGBT here because at least 30 countries still 

have the death penalty on their books for LGBT people as part of the 70 that have some degree 

of criminalization as well. So there's, you know, obviously a few issues to start us off there. And 

now from your point of view, you know, it might seem incredibly obvious. But what are the 

arguments in your words? 

 

For complete abolition of the death penalty or say without without condition because the the one 

that really stands out for me is that if you want to demonstrate the sanctity of life, then you have 

to live that and demonstrate it by not taking other people's lives. You can't argue that life's 

important and then impose a death penalty the other arguments about it is the include that 

 

There are cases where people have been executed and subsequently found to be innocent. So 

it's an ultimate punishment that cannot be reversed or any in any way made good if there was 

an error. 

 

The death penalty is often discriminatory. It's often used against the most vulnerable people in 

society people who cannot afford to get a good defense people who have been put into 

circumstances that are less than desirable because of inequality and it's also considered by 

many people to be the ultimate cruel inhuman and degrading punishment. 

 

So on when you consider that it is used against LGBT people then I think yeah, it's definitely 

something that is so cruel inhuman and degrading so few few arguments there, I think and yeah 

very very valid and I think particularly that one about where someone had bought there's no 

they're all but two that let doubt for me as you were, you know talking there one is that if 

someone is proven innocent you can't bring them back to life. 

 



To me there's an you know, you might might in big inverted commas be able to give someone 

safe. You peed life imprisonment instead. You might be able to compensate someone for the 

loss of Freedom. That's the thing that you know, we don't have a way of bringing people back to 

life. And then of course, there's the distress for friends families relatives supporters sort of those 

people who lose their loved one and then find out it's as well. How do I totally agree with you 

on? 

 

Now the issue of the more marginalized someone is the worse it's going to be and I mean, 

yeah, there's arguments to say going back in Australian history. I mean Ned Kelly for example 

was just someone trying to stand up for a fair go and look what he went through and we quit. 

Well, we could digress on two issues of police power there. But otherwise we might take the 

whole show which we could do, but you know, there are a lot 

 

Of valid arguments, you know, I'm I want regardless in my opinion 70 say what the arguments 

where people advocate for the death penalty lets you know, I'm a Believer in debunking myths I 

think you know that so if that's if the you know to go with your opinion your opinion, so for your 

point of view this what are some of the arguments that we hear about the death penalty and why 

it might be needed in order to save my opinion. 

 

Good commas, and how would you to bump them? Okay, there's three that comes to mind 

immediately. First is the cost of keeping somebody in prison versus the cost of executing 

somebody the additional conditions the additional appeals and legal safeguards that are applied 

to the death penalty in places like the u.s. A mean that it's actually an incredibly expensive 

process this not 

 

As expensive as people motto, it's not so much more expensive than keeping somebody in jail 

for the rest of their life. So I think the cost argument is on pretty weak grounds. The second 

argument is that it discourages crime, which is similar to the argument that putting people in jail 

discourages crime and the USA which is probably one of the world's leading experts. 

 

On its of both and I've got to say China is much more much worse on both aspects, but I in the 

USA, it could that sort of approach clearly is not worked. They still have a significant crime 

problem. They still have significant murder rates. So saying that the death penalty discourages 

crime is just rubbish. The third point that I was going to say is that people there's often an 

argument that people 

 

I want Vengeance and that it's somehow satisfying to the people close to those who have been 

murdered. Well, not many people know it but I've actually had a few years ago. There's a niece 



of mine who was murdered and I would find no pleasure in the people responsible for that being 

themselves killed and there are other people like myself with a similar attitude so I don't think 

there's 

 

Really? 

 

I can't think of any argument in favor of the death penalty that really Stacks up. Yeah, first of all 

a couple of things, you know, just thank you for your vulnerability in sharing the personal story 

there. I think that's really I mean on a number of levels that vulnerability second if there was 

anything just resting in that for our listeners, please talk to someone about it and for queer 

friendly Services Q life including switchboard 1-800 1845 

 

2:7 lifeline on one three triple one for and you know, it look honoring that vulnerability but also 

that sense of depth and integrity and you know that you know, you're not falling let's forget I 

think will bring another elephant acknowledge another elephant in the room and I you know, and 

eye-for-an-eye that sort of approach. Does it really work? Are we sinking to other people's level 

that sort of thing. I think you know, yeah. 

 

Don't know if that really achieves anything and the other thought that went through my mind was 

and I will give a clear content warning here was the you know, the terrible situation regarding 

eurydice Dixon. Where are we now? Yes, three or four years ago and how understanding your 

Registries parents were and you know, just the the amazing sort of understanding and 

emotional intelligence. 

 

Demonstrated many other people in the same situation and you know, I might actually 

acknowledge something that a root 3 see our volunteer in the sadly lately and deceased Ralph 

night once said in a difficult situation, you know, we we can use our heads but it's better that we 

use our hearts and maybe our hands as well to resolve issues in that way. We might have to 

build physically something that 

 

You know to just start rationalizing is probably not the answer. 

 

The words of Caroline White and Ralph night gosh brilliant 3cr at its best there. Miss you Ralph 

group. Good Soul. All right, welcome your thoughts on this bait about the death penalty. When 

we return when I come return after a track with part 2 of the conversation with Kaylin white. We'll 

talk about some queer specific issues and also others. So let's have your thoughts out of the 

pan 855 at gmail.com SMS. 

 



Four five six seven five 1215 tweet at sell gold said so and look for posts on Facebook. Sally 

goldner am and out of the pan through sour 855 am Melbourne. In the meantime. Let's have a 

listen to a track from someone who just can't seem to get more and more impressive every day 

in everything and that's Jimmy Barnes and here's a track from his album from a few years ago 

working class boy a cultures or classic that's been covered by so many people written by Steve 

press. 

 

When the war is over 3 CR 855 am 3cr Digital 3cr Dot org dot EU and 3cr On Demand out of 

the pan with Sally. 

 

I've got to get away. 

 

Pack my bags and no brains and no Channel day. 

 

Still so young but some hassle much older. Can I go home? 

 

I got to start again. 

 

I'm trying to trade her for two words. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Indigenous people in Australia in the Pacific of borne the brunt of nuclear testing and this was 

not done unconsciously. We found documents in the British archives saying that yes, there is a 

certain hazards, but only to primitive people's those that don't wear clothes and don't wash 

unlike us British. So the sort of racism inherent in this whole operation was known and 

understood from the beginning that these were the casualties of a larger Imperial policy and that 

they were able to 

 

Bear the brunt because they were very small populations and didn't have much political voice 

and as we fast forward to today, we see that same thing. We see are keeping you informed 

about Australia's nuclear past and present practice harnick important have a voice like 3cr 

steady Constant saying and committed to a nuclear-free, Australia. 

 

What we're dealing with here is a total lack of respect for the law. 

 

Tune into done by law an informal and irreverent look at the law critical insights and Analysis 

from diverse Community perspectives. 



 

Done by law 6 p.m. Tuesday c 3 C R8 V 5A m3t our Digital 3cr Dot org dot a you and 3cr on-

demand out of the pan with Sally first broadcasting noon until one every Sunday afternoon. 

Currently Australian Eastern summertime. Thanks for your company. So yeah lots happening 

today. 

 

And yesterday being day of International Day against the death penalty standing for life. And 

yeah, let's hope the wars are over. They cost lives in a way to that are an indirect form of death 

penalty Force both those fighting the wars and innocent civilians. So yeah, let's come back to 

our conversation with Kaylee and have a listen to Part 2 about what we talked about in relation 

to the death penalty particular in relation. 

 

A Shinto lgbtq people the other issue which is of course. Also, you've got some research 

thoughts there. Yeah. I was going to say I think the best way to address things is prevention. So 

teaching people how to deal with emotional issues. They've been teaching people how to have 

constructive relationships teaching people with spect. 

 

Those sorts of actions to prevent crime making sure that Society is an equitable Place doing to 

live and they were not just try to assist those far more constructive ways to spending money on 

the situation. I think yeah, I was going to tap into that. You've really tapped into something. I 

know we said we weren't going to spend the whole hour of this program talking about police, but 

it's easy. 

 

Tapping to emotion and the sort of Law and Order and my might want my property protected 

issues, which I think we do so much on Law and Order and we often hear this statement of if we 

put more police on the street will prevent crime. Well that responds to it, but it doesn't prevent it. 

And yeah, we're going to need some obvious growth in police if there's a natural increase in the 

population which until recently there is but whether that now continues with the crease migration 

need covid X is another question 

 

Question, but even so, you know, are we going to prevent crime and I totally agree with you that 

if we start looking at where crime happens in a lot of it is because of inequity, you know youth 

feeling like there's nowhere for them to go youth of em, or say any background any other 

intersecting background people with first language other than English that sort of thing all those 

sorts of things if we resolve those issues so they can get jobs. They won't have to resort to 

crime and yeah. 

 



See crime happen regardless of how much people do the penalties and even not so much crime 

but civil offenses like drunk driving. It's still happening to some extent of people think I'll get 

away with it or they don't think at all etcetera etcetera. So yeah building people up is a better 

option. And then in that case we prevent innocent victims of situations such as those who are 

injured or heaven forbid killed in car accidents by others. So yeah, there's better ways. 

 

To go about it the build people up and prevent it but I'm going to be a little tongue-in-cheek 

whether I'll say some elements of policing would like our approach because G, there might be a 

need for Less police which means Less union members and organizing clef. That's another 

issue. That won't be set on a commercial radio station. But you know, I think that we have to 

face this I suppose the last thing that I wanted to to talk about here is you know, we are a 

program 

 

Feeling out of the pan pan sexual issues and you know, that's just obviously make the link here 

for and again, I'll use the term LGBT and how that is criminalized and perhaps what people what 

we had with let's just get it on the record. What are the issues there with that but also how I 

know people do good work trying to change this including amnesty who I think overwhelmingly 

are awesome and I actually will acknowledge someone. 

 

Paul a gerber who is an hourly letter of last time I heard was a lecturer at Monash University's 

law school and when she was with amnesty many moons ago. She put me on to the idea that 

you know, we are in a connected World in many ways, of course connected now through 

technology particularly this time and when people hear of an a good advance for I'll say rainbow 

this time in one country, of course, it makes a difference could be just that inspiration. 

 

Like to keep striving. So in relation to Rainbow communities thoughts on what we might do 

particularly to assist those on the ground in the countries that we mentioned the 13 that still 

have some form of death penalty as part of criminalization. Well Sally first as first point, I'd like 

to say I meant although when she was part of met with so very impressive person on capital 

punishment for 

 

Well, the headline hitting on looking at here says capital punishment for homosexuality. And as 

of July twenty twenty the nation said prescribe it the death penalty include Afghanistan Brunei 

Iran, Mauritania, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia Somalia and the United Arab Emirates now the 

information pack that I 

 

From amnesty suggested a number of things that we can do this includes educating people 

about the ongoing Injustice of death penalty inspiring people to take action getting media 



attention. Perhaps talking on out of the pans specially mentioned in the the information packed 

inject human rights messages into social media conversations and putting Global pressure on 

the authorities to act so 

 

So the information pack had a couple of examples specific examples and if anyone's interested, 

you can actually go to the Amnesty International website and there is a particular page which 

lists actions that you can take against the death penalty in general and specific cases. In 

addition. There are a number of organizations that are actively helping people who are at in 

countries that are where they are. 

 

Risk, as a result of being LGBT. The only one that comes to mind immediately is all out, but 

there are others I'll give you the links to those a little bit later on but the main thing is speaking 

up and for example, if you hear somebody around the water cooler when we get back to having 

a water cooler and being able to get rounded if they say something in favor of the death penalty, 

then you can always just 

 

Quietly say well, I disagree and you don't have to necessarily outline it but you can put in a quiet 

little bit of resistance that that simple basic level. If you want to take a little bit more action the 

sort of action that I've been doing since the 1980s is writing letters and now fighting emails or if 

you want you can write tweets and them to ambassador's of the country saying that I think that 

the death penalty is wrong and if there's plenty of 

 

Is that you can use that you can get from the MST page and from other organizations as well. 

So there's a few thoughts on what we can do at this stage. Yeah all very good and practical 

thoughts and yeah also acknowledging the work of all out as well. And so this is if you've got 

thoughts about this issue get in touch with the program out of the pan 8255 at gmail.com SMS 

six one four five six. 

 

875 1215 on Twitter at sell gold said so and posts on Facebook Sally Gardner am and out of the 

pan 3cr 855 am Melbourne. Love to have your thoughts on Kaelyn. I've been saying and most 

your perhaps most importantly what can things what we can do and you know, I think everyone 

can play a part here, you know, sometimes people think is this my issue. Well, you know one 

you know that one extra bit could be the difference that one later. 

 

Just written in a certain way at a certain time letters. Yeah, I'm sorry. I've given my age. Well, at 

least I didn't say telegrams, you know, yes emails other no other means of communication in the 

21st century seriously could just make that difference Kayleen as always a pleasure to have a 



chat with you about issues that are part of our world including rainbow communities. Thank you 

very much. 

 

Okay, lean white on 3cr 855 am 3cr digital three co.org dot U + 3 CR on demand and well, let's 

have a listen to a track from Ann Kirkpatrick about some of the grief that unnecessary Death 

may cause in another context but very big parallels is a track called many mothers 3cr 855 am 

your on out of the pan with sadly. 

 

There are many mothers as they watch their sons gone by touching off. 

 

Will there ever be a world where never? 

 

3 C R8 V 5 a.m. Tracy our Digital 3cr Dot org dot a you and 3cr on-demand out of the pan with 

Sally first broadcasting noon till 1:00 Sunday afternoons think for your company. I just heard 

from Ann Kirkpatrick from an album cry like a man and well, I'm not sure if there's a gender 

difference. But anyway, it's a great album because of course and Kirkpatrick a wonderful 

performer in her own right but had some I think. 

 

Better sighs some wonderful genetic help with slim Dusty and Jane McCann as parents many 

mothers. And yeah, there's so much there is even if it's not directly a state sanctioned death 

penalty. There is so much of it whether it's War whether it's you know, many other things and 

you know, we we talked in that discussion about, you know, death penalties just for being lgbti. 

 

Well overnight the wonderful Australian rainbow blogger Alistair Lori at alasdair Lori on his 

WordPress blog put out a post that had me thinking even before coffee. So there you go entitled 

Scott Morrison's broken promise to protect LGBT students is now two years old and two years 

ago prime minister Scott Morrison promised to protect lesbian gay bisexual. 

 

Transgender students in religious schools against discrimination. He stated unequivocally that 

we do not think children should be discriminated against well, yeah, we all know mountain of 

evidence for rainbow communities of the damage that discrimination causes including the very 

difficult situations of self-harm difficult content topic to mention content warning for mentioning. 

So aside gain if there is any distress there, please contact Q Life on one. 

 

800 1845 to 7. So when we discriminate and we discriminate against anyone who is vulnerable 

on any attribute or attributes. Are we doing a sort of death penalty manslaughter type thing? 

Yeah. Well, I'm wondering and we don't protect people from it. I thought and this problem is was 



made following the ruddock religious freedom review what a fast that was number of people. 

I've heard of speaking up inside saying how 

 

Decided it was no written record radek just blatantly putting his own views on to people. I know 

of one witness who said I work for a queer organization. You said that's an offensive term or 

maybe to some but not others and you're allowed to call yourself what you want dare. I say 

Phillip. It's the individual freedom to use whatever labels you want. So no movement on that 

now whether we'd get movement on this if a national if there was a Labour party government 

and nationally 

 

Who knows and really it's just got to stop you can't leave vulnerable students and teachers. 

Let's remember that there's many many stories of teachers facing the constant stress of not 

being able to be themselves. And if you protect children at schools, then why are we know why 

you're not protecting teachers. We all know that visibility and connection is so important for lgbti 

people and having closed by lgbti. Role Models is important. It's also the 

 

Of religious schools get lots of government funding why should they discriminate and then the 

government picks up the tab through larger Health bills and other costs for that discrimination. 

So, yep a great article as always Alistair is a great blogger. Very empathic a great Ally to those 

Beyond his sense of identity including he identifies. I'm not sure of the exact words, but would 

come somewhere around the area of cisgender go man. And so he's very supportive. 

 

Supportive of trans and intersex people has a legal background and I don't make out right 

recommendations, but I'd say pretty highly there's a Blog worth subscribing to along with K 

liens, which I'll mention as well some very thoughtful analysis on all sorts of issues there as 

always from our guests and I will bring up the name of that blog political musings of kale and 

that's it's almost logical as well as practice as well as intuitive goodness me. You'll know. 

 

You won't get a job in leadership nowadays, but that sort of approach Kayleen says me just 

taking my tongue out of the other side of my head or something like that. But of course on the 

other issue we were talking, you know, sort of young people in schools at the moment 

yesterday. There was a protest up in Sydney against Mark. Latham's Bill to so-called bills. I 

done to stop transgender propaganda. They are my tongues come out the top of my head 

around my ear and back through. 

 

My throat again which and there was all sorts of shenanigans police arrests difficult stuff, but it's 

interesting yet. And apparently there have been reports at this Pie Stage haven't had a chance 

to just check in and double confirmed by also play safe. No reason to disbelieve anyone reports 



of organizers being fined now with some of the organizers of those queuing on protests down 

here find the people who totally stole 

 

John Farnham anthem at chadstone shopping center, you know have they who organized that 

someone must have organized that what do you call it? Pop up protest, you know, they just 

happened to turn up at the same time. Mmm. Yeah sure have they been fined have right-wing 

media sort of criticize that and that leads to another digression Kevin Rudd in the last 24 hours 

or so has started a parliamentary petition calling for a royal Commission. 

 

Into News Corp domination of Australian media corpse corpses, whichever murder media 

hashtag and this has been so popular that 38,000 people have signed in 24 hours and a lot of 

people I know even in my own social media Circles of said they've tried to get on in the site's 

crash. All I can say is keep trying keep trying I will be back there later today as well will be 

competing against each other, but I think that says something 38,000 in 24 hours. I don't know 

how particular 

 

Since go but that's huge. I think people of All Sorts even those who might agree to some extent 

with the views that the murder media. Sorry Murdock media pulled out there sometimes, you 

know, I think of someone we should at least have diverse opinion. Let's see where all the 

individual freedom boy types are out there on this issue, you know, will they be talking freedom 

of opinion anyway, who knows? So yeah. 

 

And so anyway, yes balance in media is important and I haven't heard a lot of criticism on a lot 

of commercial media and Murdock or otherwise of these right-wing protests and being 

organized. So yeah, we'd have probably more discussion on lots of issues including this. I don't 

want to give the bill by that New South Wales politician anymore time. I will say as Janet rice did 

fantastic out by parliamentarian and 

 

Godless politics which is not the issue here. And also of course partner of a trans woman the 

light Penny wet and who died just over a year ago Janet, you know I said, let's honor our 

wonderful trans people and I couldn't agree more and particularly a young trans people. I 

always say this that just such a tonic to see young trans people out and about sort of making 

 

Making Headway people like Georgie Stone on neighbors even McDonald who is on first day 

earlier this year many many others were Jazz Jennings had her 20th birthday in the last week or 

so happy people through the flipper foot of hip of birthday is a million once wrote to you Jazz for 

this nearly 55 year old took in a pansexual you are a tonic it says that if you're getting out there 



early and you've got some support just shows that we can have a chance of achieving our 

potential and being alive anyway, 

 

Let's have some more music now and here's one from John schuhmann and the Vagabond 

crew. One of John's solo songs from the early 90s from the behind the lines album had a great 

band of Australia musicians together on this one. Here's the version of safe behind the wire 3cr 

855 am 3cr Digital 3cr Dot org dot a you and 3cr On Demand out of the pan with Sally. 

 

When the bodies were bagged the telegram sent and the very last Chopper had gone and you 

looked out the window of the 707 the Airfield in Saigon. Some of us thought that the war was 

over. Some of us couldn't care less, but you came home and through a stay behind party. 

 

Try to clear up the mess. I don't know where you are tonight. I'm down here in a firefight 

wherever you are. I hope you're safe behind wire. We were fighting for freedom in Southeast 

Asia. That's how the story ran windy speeches about a domino Fallen. 

 

China in to be a man, but look back in sickness and anger Australia didn't honor her death. 

 

Noncommissioned officer Thompson learned that the war wasn't over yet living on your nerves 

living on the farm sleeping in an airport bar from harm dust it off now and safe Behind The Wire 

 

Well, he came and he gave and he kept on giving to lie just couldn't give any more and he gave 

it away one morning in Sydney in a rust red commodore. 

 

I remember Phil best talking on the phone with a cheeky grin on his face. It's Royal 

Commissioners and Knights of the realm thought that Phil didn't know his place in a firefight 

wherever you are. I hope you're safe Behind The Wire. 

 

Bodies fill the 40 Years of gone the moms and the dads and the wives and the kids still have to 

Soldier on and I don't know where you are tonight. I'm down here in a firefight wherever you are. 

I hope you're safe Behind The Wire. 

 

I don't know tonight. I'm down here in a firefight wherever you are. I hope you're safe Behind 

The Wire. 

 

The media in this country, we as indigenous people now have since it outright of telling the truth. 

And the truth is what this country's most fearful of in particular indigenous truths until history is 

told by the vanquished lens, which is our people telling our story our way and have the right to 



be able to incorporate that into a system of learning while people are always going to be denied 

that 

 

Truth by deceit and lies when you look at the type of psychological warfare spiritual warfare that 

Aboriginal people according it's not just in the sense of military when they talk about weapons of 

mass destruction, but you're right. It's in terms of the media and the industry of media is a 

Warfare against our people and so is religion. I believed in the western sense, then they're all 

weapons of mass destruction against our our people we need to keep that 

 

Local voices on air subscribe now go to 3cr dot org dot a you forward slash subscribe or call the 

Station on 9 4 1983 77 

 

On the 15th of October 1970 the West Gate Bridge in Melbourne collapsed during construction 

killing 35 people and injuring many more 3cr will mark this important 50-year commemoration 

with a special broadcast featuring audio from our archives. I think it's well documented were 

collapsed the engineer released every second bolt and I just couldn't handle it down it go. 

 

But for a while it was not exactly clear who had survived. My first impression was that I've never 

been in a war but it certainly looked like a war zone people couldn't wait another jumping in the 

water trying to get to save some of their mates the West Gate Bridge disaster 50 years on tune 

in at 2 p.m. On Thursday the 15th of October. 

 

3 C R8 V 5A m3c our Digital 3cr Dot org dot a you and 3cr on-demand out of the pan with Sally 

first broadcasting noon to 1:00 Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company. You have a couple 

more thoughts about where we need to be valuing life in terms of all sorts of workplaces. And 

also yeah in terms of whether media are really value in life when they we have certain media. 

 

To Target groups of people in horrendous ways. Not really the answer. Mmm. So, yeah and 

prior to the two announcements we had from John schuhmann in the Vagabond crew from the 

second album. They've released which was called behind the lines and the first was and that 

was 2008 Lawson in 2005 have to be a formalized or mitts on that one. John schuhmann. 

 

Set the now sadly late Hugh McDonald cat cross sell its black sand will be a RICO Mick Marina 

other members. Michael Atkinson Shane. How it Master Howard Russell Morris. Rob Hearst my 

crud Rod Smith, Dave Foley and Marc Krauss awesome. Great Australian musicians in there 

putting Great Australian songs in there and they also did a version of when the war is over and 

similar to many mothers. They had Mothers Daughters wives by Judy small on that album as 

well. 



 

Scott of the riverina by leak Hannigan band played Waltzing Matilda Ted a red gum song. I'll Be 

got sort of what else we got their wings of an eagle by Russell Morris. Wow, what a classic 

piece of Australia music. So things were coming up very quickly good to good news. Is that the 

Melbourne by Discussion Group will be back as of October this month and my mathematics. 

 

Is that is the 27th of October being the fourth Tuesday of the month and I'll never make Federal 

Treasurer because I can add up and get numbers right that is the case. It's online of course still 

at this stage, but you can go to buy it by alliances page on Facebook and look for the link there 

or get in touch with me and you can register via Eventbrite. We ran a discussion group during 

the recent Stand By Us conference and with the combination of 

 

Video conferencing and captioning. It was accessible for most so really important that we get 

that connection back and have bees buzzing in so to speak what else coming up. Well next 

Sunday. I've got a feeling the shown might be overshadowed by various announcements heard 

on the way in that they'll be some announcements but not as many as we would have hoped on 

the easing of restrictions next week. So yeah, we'll keep an eye out an ear on that one. 

 

And go from there. All right. Well that just about wraps up the show. Thanks again to Kayleen 

for her thoughts. I'll put up lots of links into the podcast and under posts on social media 

Kayleen mentioned for that. Take it out today with Midnight Oil. There's a saying from te Elliot 

dare to dream with your eyes open. Well, we can have a dream world live on earth. Thanks for 

tuning in to out of the pan. I'm Sally Goldner catcher next week. 

 


